
Android Senior Developer   
Description 
This position is for a Sr. Android Developer for a client in the aviation (airline) industry. 

 Qualifications 

 4+ years in depth coding experience using Java

 2+ years of experience developing Native/Hybrid apps for Android

 Excellent hands on skills with Android application development tools, including Android

 Studio, Android SDK and ADT

 Deep understanding of the intricacies of the Android platform and maintain expert level

depth of knowledge and develop knowledge on other platform

 Experience with distributing mobile applications via public app stores and/or enterprise

channels

 Knowledge of an Object Oriented Programming language such as Java or related

framework

 Strong foundation in the fundamentals of computer science, with familiarity in data

structures, algorithms and software design patterns

 excellent knowledge of working with dynamic data using services (e.g., JSON, XML,

 REST APIs etc.)

 Experience leading apps across entire lifecycle from design to app store release and

support

 Hands on expertise with automated unit testing

 Experience performance profiling and tuning mobile applications

 Self-starter

 Good communicator and team player with strong organizational skills

 proactively helps drive innovation within the company

Desired Requirements: 

 Experience integrating with frameworks tools and SDKs

 Experience with continuous delivery in mobile, code review, static analysis, continuous

integration and automation.

 Experience with design/development/use of analytics and tracking solutions (e.g., Adobe,

 Flurry, Google Analytics)

 Experience developing interactive user interfaces utilizing HTML5, JavaScript & CSS

 Experience with agile methodology

 Education background:

BS or MS in Computer Science or related technical field required. Strong relevant work

Experience considered.

 Location

Tehran, Iran

 Employee Type

Employee

 Job Functional Area

Technology

Please send a copy of your CV to 

IT-Jobs@mahan.aero 

mailto:IT-Jobs@mahan.aero


Senior Java Developer  
Description 
MAHANAIR is looking for a Software Engineer with expertise in integration and SOA 

Technologies. In this role, you will work in our fast-paced Technology Team that is responsible 

for Building an API platform and prides itself in being extremely well organized and self-driven. 

You will lead our efforts in architecture, design, and governance of services and integrations 

built using various EAI tools. 

To be successful in this position you need to have 

Basic Qualifications: 

 2+ years of experience with Java EE, design patterns, mainstream industry

frameworks: MVC-oriented (JSF)

 2+ years of experience with front-end technologies such as AngularJS, JQuery,

XML, Java Script, HTML, CSS, JSON

 2+ years of experience with RESTfull services (JAX RS) and/or SOAP (JAX WS)

 2+ years of experience with Java-based IDE (IntelliJ IDEA), WebLogic

 2+ years of experience with MS SQL Server

Preferred Qualifications: 

 Strong Experience with Java Server Faces Technologies (JSF) technologies like

PrimeFaces

 Strong analytical and problem solving skills

 Strong ability to multi-task effectively

 Strong interpersonal skills and ability to work individually or as a member of a team

 Strong Quality Assurance skills

 Strong experience in Agile environment

 Education background:

BS or MS in Computer Science or related technical field required. Strong relevant work

Experience considered.

 Location

Tehran, Iran

 Employee Type

Employee

 Job Functional Area

Technology
+++++++++++++
Please send a copy of your CV to
IT-Jobs@mahan.aero
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